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Hancock's Half Hour 2015-04-16
created around the world and available only on the web internet television series are
independently produced mostly low budget shows that often feature talented but unknown
performers typically financed through crowd funding they are filmed with borrowed equipment
and volunteer casts and crews and viewers find them through word of mouth or by chance the
fourth in a series covering internet tv this book takes a comprehensive look at 1 121 comedy
series produced exclusively for online audiences alphabetical entries provide websites dates
casts credits episode lists and storylines

Round the Horne 2015-12-03
this edited collection explores the representations of identity in comedy and interrogates the
ways in which humorous constructions of gender sexuality ethnicity religion class and
disability raise serious issues about privilege agency and oppression in popular culture
should there be limits to free speech when humour is aimed at marginalised social groups what
are the limits of free speech when comedy pokes fun at those who hold social power can taboo
joking be used towards politically progressive ends can stereotypes be mocked through their re
invocation comedy and the politics of representation mocking the weak breaks new theoretical
ground by demonstrating how the way people are represented mediates the triadic relationship
set up in comedy between teller audience and butt of the joke by bringing together a selection
of essays from international scholars this study unpacks and examines the dynamic role that
humour plays in making and remaking identity and power relations in culture and society
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Internet Comedy Television Series, 1997-2015 2016-01-29
the andy griffith show begat gomer pyle u s m c the mary tyler moore show spun off rhoda and
phyllis an episode of all in the family became maude and another episode became the jeffersons
you remember the successful spin offs but you may now know about the spin offs that never were
why did the characters of fred and ethel mertz from i love lucy never star in their own spin
off what animated spin off pilot could be considered a forerunner of the simpsons which
situation comedy has had the greatest number of attempted spin offs why did the idea of a
krusty the clown spin off from the simpsons never become a series what could have been the
first gay family comedy what was the live action monsignor martinez pilot from the king of the
hill series all about discover rare summaries of treatments scripts and pilots along with
comments from fifty writers directors producers and actors involved with proposed spin offs
and sequels actress elinor donahue remarks about the father knows best reunion movies actor
patrick cassidy talks about his audition for the nanny spin off former actress sheila james
describes why her character zelda from the many loves of dobie gillis never got her own series
eddie mekka from laverne shirley comments on the lenny squiggy in the army spin off richard
irvin is also the author of forgotten laughs an episode guide to 150 sitcoms you probably
never saw bear manor media

Comedy and the Politics of Representation 2018-07-27
kenneth horne kenneth williams hugh paddick betty marsden and others star in 14 episodes of
the madcap forerunner to round the horne published for the very first time these uproarious
half hours were first broadcast on the bbc light programme in 1960 a hectic mix of sketches
and songs it s full of witty wordplay larger than life characters comic catchphrases and
sublimely silly humour the scripts are written by eric merriman and musical accompaniment is
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provided by patricia lancaster the fraser hayes four the hornets edwin braden and the bbc
revue orchestra duration 7 hours approx

Spinning Laughter: Profiles of 111 Proposed Comedy Spin-offs
and Sequels that Never Became a Series 2017
for fans of tina fey amy poehler amy schumer and every other funny woman comes a candid
feminist comedy manifesto exploring the sisterhood between women s comedy and women s
liberation i m not funny at all what i am is brave lucille ball from female pop culture
powerhouses dominating the entertainment landscape to memoirs from today s most vocal feminist
comediennes shooting up the bestseller lists women in comedy have never been more influential
marking this cultural shift the girl in the show explores how comedy and feminism have grown
hand in hand to give women a stronger voice in the ongoing fight for equality from i love lucy
to snl to today s rising cable and web series stars anna fields s entertaining thoughtful and
candid retrospective combines personal narratives with the historical political and cultural
contexts of the feminist movement with interview subjects such as abbi jacobson molly shannon
mo collins and lizz winstead as well as actresses stand up comics writers producers and female
comedy troupes fields shares true stories of wit and heroism from some of our most treasured
and underrepresented artists creating a blueprint for the feminist comedians of tomorrow using
lessons of the past the girl in the show encourages readers to revel in and rebel against our
collective ideas of women s comedy

The Kings & Queens of Hollywood Comedy 2017-04-04
long form scenic improv began with the harold the comic philosophy of this form started an era
of comedy marked by support trust and collaboration this book tells of the harold beginning
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with the development of improv theatre through the tensions and evolutions that led to its
creation at io and to its use in contemporary filmmaking

Beyond Our Ken Series 3 2017-08-08
mike myers thinks he was a genius while john cleese regards him as a true cultural icon he was
an architect of british comedy paving the way for monty python and then became a major
hollywood star forever remembered as igor in mel brooks young frankenstein a writer director
performer and true pioneer of his art he died aged only 48 his name was marty feldman and here
at last is the first ever biography acclaimed author robert ross has interviewed marty s
friends and family including his sister pamela tim brooke taylor michael palin and terry jones
and also draws from extensive previously unpublished and often hilarious interviews with marty
himself taped in preparation for the autobiography he never wrote no one before or since has
had a career quite like marty s beginning in the dying days of variety theatre he went from
the behind the scenes scriptwriting triumphs of round the horne and the frost report to
onscreen stardom in at last the 1948 show and his own hit tv series marty that led to
transatlantic success his work with mel brooks including his iconic performance of igor in
young frankenstein and a five picture deal to write and direct his own movies from his youth
as a tramp on the streets of london to the height of his fame in america where he encountered
everyone from orson welles to kermit the frog before his hollywood dream became a nightmare
this is the fascinating story of a key figure in the history of comedy fully told for the
first time

The Girl in the Show 2014-02-11
since the advent of network television situation comedies have been a staple of prime time
programming in this book martin gitlin has assembled the top 70 sitcoms in television history
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the rankings were based on such factors as longevity ratings awards humor impact and legacy
iconic programs such as i love lucy the dick van dyke show and leave it to beaver join
contemporary shows the simpsons arrested development and family guy on the list each entry
contains a comprehensive compilation of information including cast members a list of
characters air dates ratings notable episodes awards and more sure to inspire debate the
greatest sitcoms of all time is the first book to rank the best sitcoms in television history

Long Form Improvisation and American Comedy 2011-10-25
i m not too proud to admit that finding mr right involves swiping right right welcome to
dating in avocado toastland here i am on my first blind date ever courtesy of a smartphone app
and my two annoying best friends so what is chris fletch fletcher doing walking across the
room looking at his phone like he s pattern matching a picture to find a real person he s
never met before oh oh no the guy i drop kicked in seventh grade cannot be my blind date the
guy who earned me this infernal nickname that s right feisty more from new york times
bestselling author julia kent as fiona feisty gaskill gets her chance at love drop kick
included read the whole series little miss perfect free fluffy perky feisty hasty read what
others are saying about julia kent s books heartwarming and intensely emotional our options
have changed is witty sexy and hilarious with a heroine you admire and a hero you can t help
falling in love with helena hunting new york times bestselling author reading a julia kent
book is like taking a vacation with your best friends they ll make you laugh tug on your
heartstrings and leave you wanting more new york times bestselling author melissa foster kent
and reed create rom com magic in this friends to lovers romance laughter tears and all the
swoons usa today best selling author daisy prescott witty sexy funny and delightfully
delicious love it from beginning to end usa today bestselling author t gephart an utterly
charming celebration of the messiness of love life and motherhood every woman deserves a nick
laurelin paige new york times bestselling author reader and blogger reviews move over sophie
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kinsella and make way for julia kent i haven t laughed so much since the shopaholic series
reader review shannon reminds me of janet evanovich s stephanie plum character reader review
another best seller by the queen of romantic comedy reader review kent took this fun sexy tale
and gave it a depth that made it so darn easy to read glass paper ink bookblog nothing has
made me laugh out loud this much since i read bridget jones diary many many years ago reader
review this book is a must read and i can t wait for the next one reader review julia kent has
once again brought the laugh until you cry scenes but has added a new aspect to her writing
avid reader book reviews the characters in this book are absolutely magnetic and you can t
help but be drawn into their lives reader review this book is bursting at the seams with all
the fun and witty banter eargasms audiobook reviews topics contemporary romance romantic
comedy series romantic comedy series comedy comedy series bbw romance funny romance laugh
romance modern romance urban romance boston boston romance wealthy usa today usa today
bestseller ceo romance office romance city romance smart romance lighthearted romance light
romance hot romance julia kent julia kent romance proposal proposal romance humor humorous
romance satire american humor wedding romance literature fiction entertainment humor and
comedy romantic comedy enemies to lovers second chance romance kickboxing romance preschool
teacher romance perfect for readers of emma chase penny reid lauren blakely sally thorne susan
elizabeth phillips kendall ryan kristan higgins helena hunting sophie kinsella and alice
clayton audiobook narrated by erin mallon

Marty Feldman: The Biography of a Comedy Legend 2013-11-07
reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises in reproducing historical
works in large print to make reading easier for people with impaired vision
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The Greatest Sitcoms of All Time 2020-01-28
a boxed set of three full length romantic comedies snoops in the city what s an amateur pi to
do when she falls for the man she s investigating the misconception the sperm donor she hired
has gone awol so who s the man in her bed a misunderstanding of biological proportions bait
switch after switching places with his identical twin to catch a criminal mitch is the one who
s hooked on his brother s girl

Feisty (Do-Over Series #3) 2023-09-03
more than 700 uncredited scriptwriters who created the memorable characters and thrilling
stories of radio s golden age receive due recognition in this reference work for some radio
was a stepping stone on the way to greater achievements in film or television on the stage or
in literature for others it was the culmination of a life spent writing newspaper copy
established authors dabbled in radio as a new medium while working writers saw it as another
opportunity to earn a paycheck when these men and women came to broadcasting they crafted a
body of work still appreciated by modern listeners

The Silver Box; A Comedy in Three Acts 2015-07-10
this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of
california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice
reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer
reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was
originally published in 1975
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Three's Comedy 2017-12-01
this book looks at television comedy drawn from across the uk and ireland and ranging
chronologically from the 1980s to the 2020s it explores depictions of distinctive geographical
historical and cultural communities presented from the insiders perspective simultaneously
interrogating the particularity of the lived experience of time and place embedded within the
wide variety of depictions of contrasting lives experiences and sensibilities which the
collected individual chapters offer comedies considered include victoria wood s work on the
north ireland s father ted and derry girls michaela coel s east london set chewing gum and
wales gavin and stacey there are chapters on scottish sketch and animation comedy and on
series set in the midlands the north east the south west and london s home counties the book
offers thoughtful reflection on funny and engaging representations of the diverse fragmented
complexity of uk and irish identity explored through the intersections of class ethnicity and
gender

USA Network 2023-04-28
this collection offers an overview of british tv comedies ranging from the beginnings of
sitcoms in the 1950s to the current boom of britcoms it provides in depth analyses of major
comedies systematically addressing their generic properties filmic history humour politics and
cultural impact

Radio Drama and Comedy Writers, 1928-1962 1882
this handbook tackles the understudied relationship between music and comedy cinema by
analysing the nature perception and function of music from fresh perspectives its approach is
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not only multidisciplinary but also interdisciplinary in its close examination of how music
and other cinematic devices interact in the creation of comedy the volume addresses gender
representation national identities stylistic strategies and employs inputs from cultural
studies musicology music theory psychology cognitivism semiotics formal and stylistic film
analysis and psychoanalysis it is organised in four sections general introductions theoretical
investigations music and comedy within national cinemas and exemplary case studies of films or
authors

English Comedy 2023-09-19
in how to produce comedy bronze legendary tv producer jon plowman lifts the hood on the comedy
industry so you can peer inside and wonder how any of it ever got made in the first place in a
career spanning 30 years jon has learned almost everything there is to know about comedy and
now wants to share his wealth of knowledge before he becomes completely demented and forgets
how to do it working with fry and laurie travelling with the cast of absolutely fabulous
saying yes to the office together these stories combine to tell the uncensored story of how tv
comedy works from the first germ of an idea to the after party at the emmys all through a life
in comedy read this book and if you re not careful learn how to make the world laugh at your
ideas too

The Complete Works of Shakespeare 2016-01-26
a collection of twenty three articles led by deciphering the text foundations of traveller
about the role playing game from gdw and languages of the dying sun about science fantasy from
jack vance gene wolfe and damien broderick
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UK and Irish Television Comedy 2023-11-28
well hello to you dear book peruser and thank you for your kind interest in my book o miranda
here you will find my favourite six scripts hand picked from all three series with
introductions by moi and some other tit bits and silliness because no book of this ilk should
be without tit bits and silliness if nothing else it s fun to say tit bits repeat after me tit
bits you re welcome i hope you enjoy seeing the scripts in their pure written form on the page
before they translated to what you have seen on screen and if you re a lovely young person
still at school let me know if your drama teacher ever lets you do an episode for the school
play nothing would make me happier though i bagsy play miranda your favourite number one
bestselling comedian miranda hart is giving you an access all areas vip backstage pass to her
award winning sitcom miranda hart has won bundles of awards written a bestselling book and
completed a sell out nationwide tour but it was her award winning bbc sitcom miranda which
first made her a much loved household name here miranda gives us an access all areas vip
backstage pass to miranda the sitcom the best of miranda is a beautiful and hilarious book
which will delight miranda s many fans and earn her many new ones

British TV Comedies 2018-09-20
vladimir voinovich s tribunal a courtly comedy in three acts is a scathing satire on the 1960s
1970s soviet show trials by one of the most famous soviet dissidents who was sometimes called
russia s greatest living satirist based upon his reaction to the sinyavski daniel trial in
1966 which caused him to begin to write harshly critical letters to premier leonid brezhnev
and finally resulted in his expulsion from the soviet union in 1981 voinovich s tribunal is a
monument to the soviet dissidents of the cold war period and a sardonic critique of the
censorship and persecution of dissident writers everywhere voinovich s classic comedy
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describes the black humoresque high jinks and outrageous shenanigans that ensue when an
unsuspecting couple of soviet citizens senya and larissa suspectnikoff clutching their free
tickets in their innocent hands walk into a crowded theatre expecting to watch a chekhovian
comedy only to become caught up in the sinister machinations of a soviet criminal tribunal and
its madcap version of the moscow show trials

The Palgrave Handbook of Music in Comedy Cinema 2014-10-23
classical music permeates contemporary life encountered in waiting rooms movies and hotel
lobbies as much as in the concert hall perennial orchestral favorites mingle with commercial
jingles video game soundtracks and the booming bass from a passing car to form the musical
soundscape of our daily lives in this provocative and ground breaking study melanie lowe
explores why the public instrumental music of late eighteenth century europe has remained
accessible entertaining and distinctly pleasurable to a wide variety of listeners for over 200
years by placing listeners at the center of interpretive activity pleasure and meaning in the
classical symphony offers an alternative to more traditional composer and score oriented
approaches to meaning in the symphonies of haydn and mozart drawing from the aesthetics of the
enlightenment the politics of entertainment and postmodern notions of pleasure lowe posits
that the listener s pleasure stems from control over musical meaning she then explores the
widely varying meanings eighteenth century listeners of different social classes may have
constructed during their first and likely only hearing of a work the methodologies she employs
are as varied as her sources from musical analysis to the imaginings of three hypothetical
listeners lowe also explores similarities between the position of the classical symphony in
its own time and its position in contemporary american consumer culture by considering the
meanings the mainstream and largely middle class american public may construct alongside those
heard by today s more elite listeners she reveals the great polysemic potential of this music
within our current cultural marketplace she suggests that we embrace crosstalk between
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performances of this music and its myriad uses in film television and other mediated contexts
to recover the pleasure of listening to this repertory in so doing we surprisingly regain
something of the classical symphony s historical ways of meaning

How to Produce Comedy Bronze 1915
seinfeld ultimate episode guide is written by an authoritative expert who penned the most
comprehensive reference book ever written about the show seinfeld reference the complete
encyclopedia the latest effort seinfeld episode guide is the best source for little known
facts details and information about the sitcom voted the 1 greatest tv series of all time by
tv guide this type of episodic thoroughness cannot be found anywhere else in the entire
seinfeld universe each episode is summarized in detail with supporting credits such as writer
director guest actors bit players extras and uncredited actors the best part is insider
information about each episode as well as little known facts and unique trivia there is even a
section detailing some of the best known acting credits of every character who appeared in a
seinfeld episode everything you need to know about each episode and actor is in this book
seinfeld episode guide provides insight into how some of the plots and subplots originated the
writer prove how art imitates life discover cast changes that occurred over the years staff
and crew members that made onscreen appearances and so much more there is even a section
devoted to awards won by the series creators actors and other noteworthy individuals diehard
fans will love the section devoted to technical credits for each season of the show it has all
the names titles and details of every significant crew member who worked behind the scene to
make this the best show on tv find out which crew members made secret episode appearances as
characters or extras seinfeld episode guide is an essential book for every fan of the show if
there is a question about an episode actor or character this book will provably provide the
answer photos included 367 pages paperback and digital
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Deciphering the Text Foundations of Traveller 1889
a behind the scenes history of one of the most successful and admired british sitcoms of the
1980s in 1977 the bbc commissioned a new satirical sitcom set in whitehall production of its
first series was stalled however by the death throes of jim callaghan s labour government and
the winter of discontent auntie being unwilling to broadcast such an overtly political comedy
until after the general election of 1979 that yes minister should have been delayed by the
very events that helped bring margaret thatcher to power is perhaps fitting over three series
from 1980 and two more as yes prime minister until 1988 the show mercilessly lampooned the
vanity self interest and incompetence of our so called public servants making its hapless
minister jim hacker and his scheming permanent secretary sir humphrey two of the most
memorable characters british comedy has ever produced the new prime minister professed it her
favourite television programme a textbook on the state in inaction and millions of british
viewers agreed in the years since yes minister has become a national treasure sir humphrey s
slippery circumlocutions have entered the lexicon regularly quoted by political commentators
and the series cynical vision of government seems as credible now as it did thirty years ago
much of this success can be credited to its writers antony jay and jonathan lynn who drew on
their contacts in westminster to rework genuine political folly as situation comedy storylines
that seemed absurd to the public were often rooted in actual events so much so that they
occasionally attracted the scrutiny of whitehall mandarins in a very courageous decision
acclaimed entertainment historian graham mccann goes in search of the real political fiascos
that inspired yes minister drawing on fresh interviews with cast crew politicians and admirers
he reveals how a subversive satire captured the mood of its time to become one of the most
cherished sitcoms of thatcher s britain
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The Best of Miranda 1878
the encyclopedia of television second edtion is the first major reference work to provide
description history analysis and information on more than 1100 subjects related to television
in its international context for a full list of entries contributors and more visit the
encyclo pedia of television 2nd edition website

Moving Picture World and View Photographer 2021-01-07
this excursion into the enchanted comic world of charlie chaplin will appeal not just to
chaplin fans but to anyone who loves comedy dan kamin brings a unique insider s perspective to
the subject an internationally acclaimed comic performing artist himself he trained robert
downey jr for his oscar nominated portrayal in chaplin and created johnny depp s physical
comedy scenes in benny and joon the comedy of charlie chaplin artistry in motion reveals the
inner workings of chaplin s mesmerizing art as never before kamin illuminates the comedian s
incredibly sophisticated visual comedy in disarmingly direct prose providing new insights into
how chaplin achieved his legendary rapport with audiences and demonstrating why comedy created
nearly a century ago remains fresh today he then presents provocative new interpretations of
each of the comedian s sound films showing how chaplin remained true to his silent comedy
roots even as he kept reinventing his art for changing times the book is lavishly illustrated
with many never before published images of the comedian

Shakspere 1959
questioning society and one s place in it is a common theme in both comedy and sociology
understanding and subverting hierarchies and norms exploring deviance and taboos and relating
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lived experience to broader questions all hold a crucial place for them both introduction to
sociology through comedy teaches foundational sociological concepts using comedy first
considering the history of sociology before employing examples from comedians including
standalone comedy bits sketches characters and scenes to illustrate a specific theory concept
or social phenomenon the profession of comedy is then used as a case study for the application
of sociological concepts such as impression management social stratification racial
segregation deviance and stigma allowing readers to gain familiarity with the concepts while
simultaneously practicing their application this book explains why we laugh by applying
theories of humor which will bolster students understanding of sociological principles by
forcing them to question their own assumptions helping them to put why they laugh into
sociological terms

Shakespeare 2007-02-07
essays on the history of hbo a company designed to please audiences instead of advertisers and
the impact of its distinctive programming recommended choice the founding of home box office
in the early 1970s when it debuted by telecasting a paul newman movie and an nhl game to 365
households in wilkes barre pennsylvania was a harbinger of the innovations that would
transform television as an industry and a technology in the decades that followed hbo quickly
became synonymous with subscription television and the leading force in cable programming over
decades it s grown from a domestic movie channel to an international powerhouse with a
presence in over seventy countries it is now a full service content provider with a
distinctive brand of original programming famed for such landmark shows as the sopranos and
sex and the city it s brought us six feet under and the wire band of brothers and angels in
america curb your enthusiasm and def comedy jam inside the nfl and real sports with bryant
gumbel taxicab confessions and autopsy and multiple oscar winning documentaries the essential
hbo reader brings together an accomplished group of scholars to explain how hbo s programming
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transformed the world of television and popular culture and provides a comprehensive and
compelling examination of hbo s development into the prototypical entertainment corporation of
the twenty first century an important assessment of the original programming hbo has created
in the past few decades how these programs are derived and what impact they have had choice a
thorough treatment of hbo s programming a useful addition to a growing number of books about
american television in the post network era american studies

Tribunal 2021-04-11
who wouldn t have a cracked voice sitting out all the year in the rain falling it s a bad life
for the voice martin doul though i ve heard tell there isn t anything like the wet south wind
does be blowing upon us for keeping a white beautiful skin the like of my skin on your neck
and on your brows and there isn t anything at all like a fine skin for putting splendour on a
woman

Catalog of Copyright Entries 2014-10-16
an award winning sci fi comedy series about a nerdy teen who tumbles through the multiverse
this box set contains seven titles in the ongoing saga max and the multiverse book 1 max is
enjoying a spring break all to himself but then a cosmic mishap throws him into a nutty
adventure with a talking cat they explore new worlds and get entangled in a conflict max and
the snoodlecock book 2 max and the crew visit a colossal space station for resupply only to be
targeted by unknown assailants they flee to a creepy nebula inhabited by one of the strangest
beings in the universe max and the banjo ferret book 3 max learns a shocking truth about his
furry companion while stranded on a jungle planet full of lizard bears desperate to reunite
with the crew he plots a daring escape bonus reads max and the multiverse shorts are stand
alone adventures that began as book chapters not every parallel universe will make it into the
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series but some are funny enough to spawn their own stories these are those stories and i hope
they make you laugh as hard as i did the item of monumental importance epic fantasy nibblenom
deathtrap action horror sparkle pirate speculative romance hiss bot hank mercenary teams max
and the multiverse is a readers favorite 5 star selection and a global ebook awards gold medal
winner one of the finest pieces of sci fi satire i have ever read eric michael craig
rivenstone press in my opinion zachry wheeler is the heir apparent to douglas adams ben
ragunton tg geeks a roller coaster of a trip fast paced and filled with excitement geoff
habiger readers favorite a delightful tour de farce brilliantly absurd and absurdly brilliant
victor acquista podfobler productions holy smokes wheeler is the funniest living author i ve
read s shane thomas science fantasy hub

Pleasure and Meaning in the Classical Symphony 2014-02-03
the oxford handbook of greek and roman comedy marks the first comprehensive introduction to
and reference work for the unified study of ancient comedy from its birth in greece to its end
in rome from its hellenistic to its imperial receptions no topic is neglected the 41 essays
offer cutting edge guides through comedy s immense terrain

Seinfeld Ultimate Episode Guide 2008-09-05

A Very Courageous Decision 2024-05-02
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Encyclopedia of Television 2013-07-24

The Comedy of Charlie Chaplin 2020-10-30

Introduction to Sociology Through Comedy 2020-02-17

The Essential HBO Reader 2014-04

The Well of the Saints 1896

Max and the Multiverse Box Set

The Oxford Handbook of Greek and Roman Comedy

Monthly Bulletin of the Providence Public Library
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